Please cite this article as: Boroda, E., Sponheim, S.R., Fiecas, M., Lim, K.O., Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) elicits stimulus-specific enhancement of cortical plasticity, NeuroImage (2020), doi: https://doi.Background: Deficits in plasticity underlie many severe psychiatric disorders. 30 Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a promising method for modulating 31 plasticity. However, given its non-focal nature, there are open questions as to how 32 targeting and outcome specificity can best be achieved.
Introduction
blocks to assess any plastic changes across time (Fig.1A) . To investigate the impact of 150 tDCS on plasticity, stimulation was applied bilaterally to the auditory cortex, 151 simultaneous with ST ( Fig.1A and B ). Because the electric fields were present only 152 during the presentation of one of the tones, it allowed us to selectively modulate the 153 neural signal associated with the processing of that stimulus alone. By comparing 154 changes in the N100 amplitude of the two tones, we were able to analyze whether tDCS 155 had any modulatory effect on plasticity, and whether this effect was general, or specific 156 to the stimulus presented during ST. We predicted that active tDCS would enhance The auditory ST paradigm presented two pure tones in three recording blocks 184 ( Fig.1A) . A ST block featured the presentation of one of the two tones at a high rate for 185 a brief period. Sinusoidal tones of 1900 and 3000 Hz were used as stimuli (50ms 186 duration). Tones were constructed using a sine wave function at 44,000 samples/sec 187 and were delivered binaurally at an intensity level of 70dB through a pair of insert 188 headphones (ER-3C, Etymotic Research).
Methods

189
During the baseline block, each tone was presented 150 times in a random 190 distribution (ISI jittered between 1800 and 2600ms; duration ~12min). For ST, one of the 191 tones was presented 4000 times at a rate of 13.3Hz (duration: 5min). The tone selected 192 for ST was designated the target tone (TT) while the other tone served as the control 193 tone (CT). The identity of the TT was pseudo-randomly determined and was counterbalanced between participants. Immediately after ST, participants were asked to 195 sit in silence for 45sec to allow aural ringing to dissipate. Timepoint 1 (T1) recording 196 was identical to the baseline block and commenced after ST. Timepoint 2 (T2) started 197 30min after the end of ST in order to assess persistence of any plasticity effects across 198 time. To reduce participant fatigue, each tone was presented only 90 times in T2.
199
Participants were instructed to either sit in silence or quietly read during the time 200 between T1 and T2.
201
During the paradigm, participants were seated in front of a computer monitor in a 202 dimly lit, electrically shielded room and were instructed to remain still, limit eye blinks 203 and focus their gaze on a white fixation cross. EEG was recorded using the Starstim8 204 tDCS/EEG system (Neuroelectrics, Barcelona, Spain) using 8 channels which were 205 placed at Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, F3, F4, T7 and T8 (10-20 electrode placement system).
206
Impedances were maintained below 10kΩ. EEG signal was sampled at 500Hz, analog 207 band passed between 0.1-100Hz and referenced to the right earlobe. An HLM was used to analyze change in fatigue. We tested for the main effects of 275 treatment and time as well as their interaction.
276
To assess the blinding, we categorized participant responses as either "correct" whereas the CT N100 did not significantly differ from baseline ( We next asked whether tDCS modulated the induced plasticity. We observed a 305 significant effect of treatment (t 42 =2.84, p=.007), and a significant interaction between timepoints at which active and sham ERPs significantly differed 1 (Fig.3 ). Significant 314 differences were identified only in the TT waveforms, in a time region corresponding to 315 the N100 peak ( Fig.3B ).
316
At T2 we no longer observed a tDCS effect ( Fig.4) 
Discussion
333
We used a unique ERP-based plasticity paradigm to explore whether tDCS could 334 be used to modulate cortical plasticity in a stimulus-specific manner. Our manipulation 335 allowed us to ascertain whether tDCS effects would be altered by the functional state of 336 the brain during stimulation, as postulated by the 'activity-selectivity' hypothesis [26] .
337
The current results provide strong physiological evidence that anodal tDCS can 338 modulate plasticity and that these effects are sensitive to brain-state. We also find that 339 the effect of tDCS on plasticity potentially degrades over time. indicate that the number of electrodes used were sufficient for the purposes of the 434 study.
435
The functional implications of modulating the N100 component, and the 436 mechanism by which this modulation relates to plasticity is not clear. It is important to 437 note that we did not include any form of behavioral task to assess functional
[11] Gartside IB. Mechanisms of sustained increases of firing rate of neurons in the rat Figure 1 : Experimental Manipulations. A) Schematic depicting the timeline of events in a single study session involving the auditory sensory tetanus paradigm and tDCS. The paradigm consisted of three recording blocks, baseline, timepoint 1 and timepoint 2. Two pure tones of differing pitch were presented in these recording blocks at a slow and variable rate. For sensory tetanus, one of the tones (target tone) was presented at a high rate (~13Hz) for a brief period. TDCS was applied simultaneously with sensory tetanus. B) Finite-element model of the normalized electric field produced in the brain by our tDCS montage. Anodal electrodes were placed at T7 and T8 (according to the standard 10-20 electrode placement system). Return electrodes were placed over the supraorbital bone at Fp1 and Fp2. 1mA of current was delivered through each anode for the duration of the stimulation period. C) Grand average ERP recorded over an average channel encompassing 4 fronto-central electrodes (Fz, Cz, F3, F4). The grand average ERP shown in blue is collapsed across all subjects and conditions, prominent ERP components are labeled. Grey ribbon represents 95% within-subject confidence interval. Thin grey traces are derived from single subject grand average ERPs (COLOR) ). Waveforms were constructed by subtracting the baseline waveform from the waveform at timepoint 1. Ribbon around the waveforms indicates within-subject 95% confidence interval. As a post-hoc confirmatory analysis, we ran t-tests at each timepoint, comparing active vs. sham difference waves to identify timepoints at which the waves significantly differed (FDR corrected for multiple comparisons). The black bar underneath the waveforms (seen in right-hand panel) shown times at which the two waves were significantly different. Significant differences were identified only between the target tone difference waves at timepoints corresponding to the N100 component. (COLOR) 
